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MISSION STATEMENT
We help individuals living with low vision or blindness thrive in a sighted
world.
INTRODUCTION
The Association for the Blind and Visually Impaired (ABVI) is a private,
non-profit, United Way funded agency. As part of our mission, we have
established the "Eye Can" Aids and Appliances Store to assist visually
impaired people and their families with the purchase of adaptive equipment
that is not easily found locally. It is our goal to make shopping easier for you.
We have made every effort to choose products to fit a variety of lifestyles. If
you cannot find the product you need, please contact us and we will attempt
to find it. Canes and magnifiers are not listed in this catalog as they are
available through our Rehabilitation Services.
We invite you to visit our display area located in our office, 456 Cherry, S.E.,
Grand Rapids, or visit us online at www.abvimichigan.org. We encourage
you to call before stopping in to ensure that someone will be available to
assist you. We look forward to assisting you.
Catalogs are available in the following formats: large print, braille, and in text
or Word formats.
GIFT CERTIFICATES
Not sure what to get someone? Take advantage of our gift certificates
redeemable on any item sold in the store and equipment sold through the
Low Vision Clinic. Gift certificates must be presented at time of purchase.
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PRICES
Prices are established based on the actual cost of the item and an allowance
for related overhead costs. ABVI reserves the right to make price changes at
any time without prior notice. Quantity discounts are not available.
HOW TO ORDER
Orders can be accepted by phone, fax, mail (braille or print), or e-mail. The
number preceding the product name is the number used for identification. An
order blank is available at the end of the catalog. If you are not using the
order blank, please include the following information when placing an order:
1. Name, mailing address and daytime telephone number,
2. Billing address if the order is to be billed to a different address.
3. If paying with credit card, include credit card type, number and
expiration date. If ordering online, agency staff will contact you for this
information.
4. The product numbers and items you wish to order including the
quantity of each item and price. Michigan residents add 6% sales tax.
5. Whether the item will be picked up or should be shipped. Invoices
may be sent separately from the order. Sales tax and, postage when
necessary, will be added to each order. Merchandise will be shipped
via the U.S. Postal Service unless specifically requested.
ABVI accepts MasterCard, Visa, Discover and American Express. If you are
ordering online, ABVI staff will contact you for the credit card number.
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SPECIAL ORDERS
ABVI reserves the right to request a down payment when ordering
merchandise which is not normally carried. After we receive the
merchandise ordered, it will be held for two weeks. If you decide that you do
not want the merchandise, ABVI reserves the right to charge shipping to
return the merchandise.
C.O.D. ORDERS
ABVI neither sends nor accepts C.O.D. orders or shipments.
RESERVED MERCHANDISE
Merchandise can only be reserved for two weeks. Unclaimed merchandise
will be placed back in the store inventory.
ORGANIZATIONS
Orders can be placed by organizations in the manner listed above.
Organizations which are tax exempt must provide an exemption number or
some other identification. Purchase orders are encouraged.
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POLICY FOR RETURNS and REFUNDS
Effective 2/1/06
We will accept returned merchandise for exchange, credit, or refund within
30 days after the merchandise was purchased from the Association for the
Blind and Visually Impaired (ABVI). ABVI reserves the right to charge a
20% restocking fee.
Merchandise must be returned with the receipt of purchase in original
packaging. Merchandise must be returned in the same condition it was
received. All instructions and warranty information pertaining to the item
returned must also be included. ABVI reserves the right to check our
records for purchase date if a receipt is not provided. If a refund is
requested, the credit card will be credited or a check will be issued the next
time checks are written. Checks are written twice a month.
In the event that the original merchandise is no longer available, ABVI
reserves the right to replace the merchandise with comparable devices.
ABVI is unable to accept for return the following: opened software, items
used on the body, for food preparation or for medicine administration, or sale
items.
Merchandise on clearance cannot be returned.
REPAIR POLICY
ABVI does not have facilities to repair merchandise. Merchandise must either
be sent directly to the manufacturer or to the supplier. If merchandise is
under warranty, ABVI may assist with returning merchandise. The person
requesting the repair is responsible for postage and any costs for the repair.
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WARRANTIES
ABVI offers a 30-day guarantee. Manufacturers' warranties are stated.
SALE MERCHANDISE
The following merchandise is on sale while supplies last.
187 - WOMEN’S GOLD TACTUAL WATCH
$50.00
58 - BATTERY PACK FOR HANDI CASSETTE
$15.09
60 - BATTERY CLIP FOR HANDI CASSETTE
$10.00
END OF SALE MERCHANDISE
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BRAILLE WRITING EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES
1 - 8-1/2 inch by 11 inch BRAILLE PAPER
Lightweight paper, used with slates; approximately 150 sheets per pkg.
$7.78
2 - 8-1/2 inch by 11 inch TRANSCRIBING PAPER
Heavyweight paper used for transcribing; 500 sheets per ream.
$26.04
3 - 11 inch by 11-1/2 inch TRANSCRIBING PAPER
Heavyweight paper used for transcribing; 500 sheets per ream.
$27.31
We feature a variety of braille slates to meet all needs. Each slate
comes with one stylus. Most slates have embossing slots for
embossing tape. E-Z read slates have pins to secure the paper on the
top of the slate. The user can read braille without removing the paper
from the slate.
20 - PLASTIC SLATE
It is particularly good for someone who does not plan to do much writing and
does not want the expense of the other models listed above.
$10.38
22 - NO. 1 POCKET SLATE
27-cell 4-line lightweight aluminum.
$22.41
23 - NO. 1 EZ READ SLATE
$25.00
24 - NO. 2 POCKET SLATE
19-cell 6-line lightweight postcard sized slate, lightweight aluminum.
$27.12
25 - NO. 2 E-Z READ SLATE
$27.83
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28 - JUMBO E-Z READ SLATE
18-cell, 4-line, lightweight aluminum. Writes oversized cells and dots, used
without a board. Has slots for tape embossing.
$29.72
26 - STANDARD STYLUS
Can be purchased separately; to be used with regular slates.
$3.54
29 - JUMBO STYLUS
$3.54
27 - LARGE BRAILLE ERASER
$3.54
PERKINS BRAILLE WRITER
Must be special ordered.
Ask for price.
WRITING SUPPLIES
17 - 20/20 PEN
Wide tip black marking pen.
$1.18
18 - LIQUID EXPRESSO MEDIUM POINT PEN
$1.89
102 – LIQUID FLAIR MEDIUM POINT PEN
$1.89
63 - LP CALENDAR
18 inches wide by 24 inches high when open; letters and numbers 1 inch
high; very readable black print on white background.
Check on price and availability.
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54 - BIG PRINT DATE CALENDAR
Spiral bound calendar with month tabs; When open 16 inches wide by 11
inches tall. Would make good planner. Check on availability.
$7.45
LARGE PRINT COMPUTER KEYBOARD
Specify style.
64 - White keys with black letters
65 - Black keys with white letters
85 - Yellow keys with black letters
$31.13
ZOOM CAPS
Adhesive keyboard labels with enlarged letters. Specify color.
113 - Black letters on white background
114 - White letters on black background
57 - Extra bold (Black letters on white background)
59 - Extra bold (white letters on black background)
$13.68
21 - YELLOW ACETATE SHEETS
Put one of these sheets on a page and the black print is easier to read due to
the contrast on the page.
$1.93
6 - YELLOW BOLD LINE WRITING PAPER
Bold black lines are 3/4 inch apart and on both sides. 100 sheets per pad.
Measures 8-1/2 inches by 11 inches. Unpunched.
$4.95
5 - THICK LINE WRITING PAPER
Writing paper with dark black lines for writing letters. Thick lines.
$3.77
4 - LOW VISION WRITING PAPER
Writing paper with dark black lines for writing letters. Very thick lines.
$3.77
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LV SHOPPING LIST
100 sheets with bold lines.
$3.44
7 - LOW VISION NOTEBOOK
$9.06
11 - SMALL ENVELOPE WRITING GUIDE
A sturdy plastic mask (4 inches by 7-5/8 inches) with apertures
corresponding to standard "address to" and "address from" areas.
$1.89
10 - BUSINESS ENVELOPE GUIDE
$2.50
14 - BLACK PLASTIC ENVELOPE GUIDE
$3.68
110 - ENVELOPE GUIDE
Plastic envelope writing guide with plastic back to help keep business
envelopes in place when writing.
$9.20
9 - GREETING CARD WRITING GUIDE
$8.63
8 - LETTER WRITING GUIDE
8 inch by 11 inch sturdy plastic sheet with 13 apertures corresponding to
standard line spacing.
$4.48
134 - FULL-PAGE WRITING GUIDE
Writing guide which fits over 8-1/2 inch by 11 inch piece of paper; has sturdy
plastic back to help keep paper in place.
$12.50
13 - STURDY CHECK WRITING GUIDE
A thick plastic, folding check writing guide that has a frame to hold your
checks in place while you are writing within the cut-out windows.
$6.13
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125 - CHECK EZ WRITING GUIDE
Check writing guide with plastic back to help keep checks in place when
writing.
$9.20
12 - CHECK WRITING GUIDE
A template for filling in necessary information on a standard 3-3/4 inch by 6
inch check.
$1.89
15 - KEITZER CHECK WRITING GUIDE
This sophisticated check writing guide has a cover that snaps shut and living
hinges that withstand years of use. It can easily be carried in a purse or
pocket with several checks inside. To use, slide a standard check into the
guide, and use the openings to assist in writing. This guide can also be used
to endorse checks and to fill in Travelers Checks.
$14.95
107 - LARGE PRINT CHECK REGISTER
A handy way to keep track of your check register.
$8.49
16 - STURDY SIGNATURE GUIDE
$3.11
76 - PLASTIC SIGNATURE GUIDE
$.28
SUPERIOR BLACK PLASTIC SIGNATURE GUIDE
$1.46
LABELING SUPPLIES
45 - BRAILLE LABELER
Embosses tape on 1/2 inch or 3/8 inch labeling and magnetic tape. Upper rim
of dial brailled, lower rim of dial displays standard alphabet. Can also be used
as a standard print labeler and with a standard alphabet dial. Comes with one
spool of vinyl tape.
$43.68
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46 - REPLACEMENT BRAILLE DIAL FOR BRAILLE LABELER
$23.82
44 - VINYL LABELING TAPE
Rolls of tape 1/2 inch wide by 12 feet. Used in 3M labeler or with slate
$6.37 for 3 rolls.
47 - MAGNETIC LABELING TAPE
Works with labeler.
$8.25
86 - TEFLON TAPE
Replaces aluminum color tags. Can make your own color labels.
$4.72
59 - PENFRIEND2
Introducing the all-new, upgraded PenFriend2 Voice Labeling System! This
low cost, audio labeler for the blind and visually impaired lets you label
anything and everything with discreet audio labels all in your own voice.
Easily record and re-record information using this versatile, pocket-sized,
easy-to-use labeling system. You can instantly play back the recordings
anywhere simply using the PenFriend2 - no computer required. The
upgraded PenFriend2 is slimmer in design that the original model and has
four simple yellow tactile operating buttons that contrast against the black
casing of the device. These buttons are designed to make it easier for the
blind or visually impaired user to locate and use.
Another new feature is an easy to use on/off recording function that
prevents you from having to hold the record button when recording.
Use to label food/freezer items, film/music collections or household objects.
Organize letters and other paperwork. Record shopping lists or leave audio
messages, or use it as a portable note-taker at the office or classroom - just
record your message and keep track of it by placing the allocated label in a
small notebook or on the item.
Comes with 4GB internal memory, 127 colored labels, 3 magnetic badges
(great for using on tins), neck lanyard and 2 AAA batteries. Also includes
free 'PenFriend sticker management software' which works with JAWS
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screen reader and free CreateLINK software to access sound enabled
books, posters or maps. You can also download MP3 files (books and
music) from your computer using the management software (USB cable
required to connect device to computer - not included). 1-Year
Manufacturer's Limited Warranty.
Labels cannot go into the washing machine
To use, simply allocate one of the coded self-adhesive labels and record
and store your message on the PenFriend2. To play back, hold the
PenFriend2 over the label - it announces recordings specific to each label.
There is no limit to the length of each message. Auto power-off after 3
minutes.
$171.23
Extra packages of labels can be ordered. Check for price.
MAILING SUPPLIES
36 - BIG PRINT ADDRESS BOOK
Easy to read, enlarged format, spaces 1/2 inch apart offers ample
room for large lettering or handwriting. Heavyweight paper so writing will not
bleed through pages.
$17.45
35 - GIANT PRINT ADDRESS BOOK
Address book with giant print done in a loose leaf notebook format.
$17.45
154 - GIANT PRINT ADDRESS BOOK II
Holds a total of 234 names and phone numbers; Spiral bound
8-1/2 inches by 11 inches; inner pockets for storage on spill-resistant front
and back covers.
$12.50
19 - "FREE MATTER FOR THE BLIND" STAMP
Stamp pad not included.
$3.40
48 - VINYL CASSETTE MAILER
Large enough to hold 1 cassette.
$4.72
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CLOCKS and TIMERS
* Batteries not included.
146 - JUMBO LED CLOCK
This electric alarm clock with bright, green numbers also has a super loud
alarm for deep sleepers. Other features include 9 minute snooze, AM/PM
indicator, and 9V battery backup (battery not included). Measures 8-1/4
inches by 2-3/4 inches by 3-1/2 inches. *
$32.55
118 - MOSHI VOICE-CONTROLLED TALKING CLOCK
An amazing, modern styled talking clock that is totally voice controlled. Once
you set, through voice commands only, the current time, the alarm time and
sound, the sleep sound, and the date, all the information can be retrieved by
just asking for it. In addition the indoor temperature is announced in either
Fahrenheit or Centigrade and it is displayed in different colors corresponding
to the temperature. Other outstanding features include:
• 3 different alarm sounds available - chime, chirp or bell
• clock will play a sleep sound of your choice for 5 minutes (water, birds or
waterfall)
• has a night light
• has a "help" feature
• announces the date
• operates on AC/DC power (adaptor INC) or uses 3 "AAA" batteries (not
included)
• measures 7.5 inches by 3.25 inches by 4.5 inches *
$50.00
115 - MOSHI VOICE-CONTROLLED TRAVEL CLOCK
The clock can respond to interactive commands. Initiate these commands by
simply pressing the IVR (interactive Voice Response) button and the MOSHI
will respond, "Command Please." Speak one of the Voice Activated
Commands and clock will carry out instructions.
* Time: Tells you the current time.
* Set Time: Allows you to set the time by voice.
* Alarm: Tells you the time the alarm is set for.
* Set Alarm: Allows you to set the alarm by voice.
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* Alarm Sound: Offers the option of three different alarm sounds.
* Turn Off the Alarm manually or by voice command.
* Touch or voice activated snooze (up to 3 times).
Uses 3 AAA batteries. *
$31.13
143 - LARGE NUMBER QUARTZ AND TALKING ALARM
Modernistic teardrop shape with large visual black numbers. Hourly time
announcement or whenever bar is depressed. Three different alarm sound
choices. Operates on two AA batteries. 90-day warranty. *
$13.68
142 - ATOMIC TALKING CLOCK
The design is very appealing and modern, but the unsurpassed accuracy of
this talking atomic clock will really wow you. It has one of the clearest talking
functions we've heard. In addition to the time, it will announce the month, day
of the week and number of the day. The large digital display shows you the
time, day and date, in big, bold numbers and letters. Measures 4.5 by 4.7 by
2.75 inches, and the LCD screen is 1.75 by 3 inches. Requires 2 AA
batteries. The time is spoken “it is 10 minutes to 12” instead of “it is 11:50”.
This clock announces AM or PM. Optional hourly announcement. Guides
user vocally through set-up. *
$31.84
116 - 3-IN-1 SUPER CUBE TALKING CLOCK/TIMER/ CALENDAR
Includes 3 functions: clock, timer, and calendar. Requires 3-AA batteries.
Male voice. Measures: 2-3/4 inches by 2-3/4 inches by 2-1/4 inches. *
$39.01
183 – TALKING CALENDAR ALARM CLOCK *
Time announcement in a British male voice, Separate announcement for
date announcement, Choose from 11 alarm sounds with 10-minute snooze,
Uses 9V battery not included.
Date announcement sample: “24th of September, 2010”
Time Announcement Sample: “5:20pm”
Includes protective plastic cover to prevent accidental button presses. The
Date and Time buttons are accessible with the cover on.
$68.87
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138 - CURVED TALKING ALARM
1/2 inch black numbers on easy-to-read LCD display. Black case; 4 inches
by 1-1/2 inches by 2-1/2 inches. Audio time report; hourly time
announcement; adjustable volume; easy-to-set alarm; female voice. *
$14.20
144 - TALKING KEY CHAIN CLOCK
Displays and announces time. Alarm clock feature talks and crows.
Compact 2-1/4 inches high by 1/2 inch wide by 1-1/2 inches deep--fits
easily in pocket and purse. Batteries included. 90 day warranty.
$12.78
156 - BABY TALKING ALARM CLOCK
Cute 3 inch oval clock announces the time and temperature in a clear, female
voice. Press the large button on top to hear the time and indoor temperature.
All other controls are on the back of the clock. Alarm is a pleasant chirp. A
backlight helps make the display easier to see. Uses 2 AAA batteries (Not
Included). *
$21.23
139 - TRAVEL TALKING ALARM
This little (3.25 inch by 2.25 inch) travel and desk clock has a slide-off plastic
cover that protects the setting buttons but leaves the talk button uncovered
so you can press it to hear the time. In addition to all the standard features, it
offers a lively musical alarm or a cuckoo alarm, a snooze button, and an
hourly chime that operates between 7 AM to 9 PM. A stand pops out when
you pull the cover off so you can rest it on your dresser. Uses 2 "AAA"
batteries (not included). *
$16.27
LCD BIG DISPLAY TALKING ALARM
The Big LCD Display Talking Alarm Clock is a low profile, multi-functional
talking alarm clock that announces time in a friendly female voice with a
touch of a button. This low vision talking alarm clock measures 1-3/4 round
and accented in dark gray. Only the lightest touch is required to activate the
voice announcement button. Another special feature of this low vision
alarm clock is the Lock/Set button. Those who are blind or have low vision,
perhaps even those with dexterity problems, may already be familiar with
the frustration of accidentally resetting a digital clock's time or alarm. The
Reizen Big LCD Display Talking Alarm Clock features a button that you
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push to set only when you are purposely setting the clock's time or alarm.
When finished, push the button to Lock and you never have to worry about
accidentally changing the time or the alarm again. This talking clock also
features a 10-minute snooze, your choice of beep, cuckoo or rooster alarm
sounds, hourly voice announcements, and Hi/Lo volume sound. Clock
requires two AA batteries; not included. Measures: 4-1/4 diameter and 2
high. Large LCD Display measures almost an inch tall.
$17.45
94 - BIG BOLD TIMER
Large bold number timer with wall mount.
$19.95
90 - BRAILLE TIMER
3 raised dots at 15, 30 and 45; 2 raised dots at remaining 5-minute intervals;
1 raised dot at remaining 2-1/2 minute intervals. Face measures 4-1/4
inches and dial is 2-1/2 inches in diameter.
$17.45
189 - MEDIUM RING TIMER
This 60 minute timer has 2 dots on 0 and at every 5 minutes, 1 dot at every
2-1/2 minutes and 3 dots at 15, 30, and 45. Knob has a narrow arrow for
direction, features black plastic, white dial.
$16.27
TACTILE LONG RING TIMER
The tactile long ring, low vision timer has an 8 inch diameter, 1-1/4 inch
numbers. Bold, easy to read, tactile numbers. Easy to use by those with
weak hands.
190 - White Dial
191 - Black Dial
$23.68
91 - COLOSSAL LONG RING TIMER
This timer's face is a full 9 inches in diameter, with tactual numbers that are 1
inch high. Every five minute interval is marked with a raised line. This timer
can be mounted on a wall, rest flat on a table or kitchen counter and can
stand upright on its own detachable base.
$25.00
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95 - TALKING TIMER
Countdown/up timer announces the time left periodically; has auto repeat
button; will tell time at the push of a button.
$16.27
WATCHES
All watches are battery operated. Batteries are included. ABVI does not sell
replacement batteries.
98 - DIGITAL TALKING WATCH
Male voice announces time when you press large front button; optional
hourly announcement; 3 alarm sounds: beep, rooster, or cuckoo; 1-1/4 inch
diameter plastic face and black plastic band with buckle.
$7.50
149 - TELL-TIME IV TALKING WATCH
Round shape watch with large number display, audio time report, alarm and
hourly time announce, long-life lithium battery, one-year warranty. A simple
turn of the dial allows you to hear the setting for hours, minutes, and alarm
functions. Return the dial to normal position and the watch cannot be
accidentally reset.
$12.50
150 - TELL-TIME VII TALKING WATCH
Rectangle shape. Large number display, audio time report, alarm and hourly
time announcement, long-life lithium battery, one-year warranty. Talk button
on the side. Easy-to-set.
$14.15
REIZEN ATOMIC TALKING WATCH
Talking function clearly announces date and time; “atomic” function assures
accurate time; sweeping second hand; large
1-1/8 diameter face; chrome case with white face with black numbers.
Choose style.
136 - Chrome with expansion band
151 - Chrome with leather band
$51.98
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175 - LADY’S ATOMIC TALKING WATCH
• Announces time, day and date
• Hourly chime plus beep alarm
• Easy-to-see 1.125-inch face sized for women and children
• Sets itself and accounts for Daylight Savings time
• Brushed metal alloy finish with expansion band
$51.98
140 - ATOMIC TALKING WATCH
Speaks hour, day, date, and year; automatically resets itself every night at
3 a.m.
$60.85
198 - MEN’S 1-BUTTON GOLD WATCH
$56.60
225 - UNISEX GOLD AUTO-SYNCHRONIZING WATCH
$51.98
226 - UNISEX CHROME AUTO-SYNCHRONIZING WATCH
$51.98
227 - TELTIME TALKING WATCH NO ALARM
$37.50
1-BUTTON BI-COLOR TALKING WATCH:
Specify style
195 – Ladies
196 – Men’s
$58.25
1-BUTTON WATCH WITH SILVER BAND
Specify Style
228 – Men’s
229 - Ladies
$50.00
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1-BUTTON WATCH WITH GOLD BAND
Specify style
230 – Men’s
231 – Women’s
$37.50
232 - LADY’S TALKING WATCH WITH RHINESTONES
$50.00
TALKING WATCH 2 VOICES
Hear the time in a male or female voice. Press the button to hear the time
announced; press again to hear the date announced. Specify Style.
233 – Ladies
234 - Men’s
$58.25
ULTIMA LV WATCH
The face measures 1-5/8 inch diameter; quartz movement; stainless steel
back, expansion band. Available in two styles:
204 - Black numbers White Dial
202 - White Numbers Black Dial
$25.00
CALCULATORS
* Batteries not included.
39 - 8-DIGIT TALKING CALCULATOR
Special audio result only and repeat keys. Automatic power shut-off
measures just 5 inches high by 6-7/8 inches wide; requires 2 AA batteries.
Does not have earphone. 90 day warranty. *
$18.16
40 – 10-DIGIT TALKING CALCULATOR WITH EARBUDS
$30.00
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HAND-HELD TALKING CALCULATOR
LCD & audio entries & results. 8 digit calculator with memory. LCD alarm
clock. Adjustable volume. Repeat. Uses 2-AAA batteries. Female Voice. *
193 - $13.68 (Spanish)
41 - $15.00 (English)
COOKING
77 - BIG NUMBER MEASURING CUPS
E-Z Read numbers are approx. 1/2 inch tall and color coded for easy
identification. Also includes pour spout for easy pouring. Four different sizes
1/4, 1/3, 1/2 and 1 cup.
$5.66
78 - BIG NUMBER MEASURING SPOONS
E-Z Read numbers approx. 1/2 inch tall and color coded for easy
identification. 4 spoons. 1/4, 1/2, 1 tsp. and 1 tbsp.
$2.83
79 - BLACK MEASURING CUP SET
Provides good contrast for measuring things that are light-colored; set
includes 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, and 1 cup.
$6.13
80 - BLACK MEASURING SPOON SET
Black plastic measuring spoons; set includes ¼, 1/2, 1 teaspoon, and 1
Tablespoon.
$3.77
179 - POURFECT MEASURING CUPS BLACK
The unique design and a dripless spout allow the user to control liquids and
dry goods as they pour them after measurement. The measuring cup set
includes 9 pieces, ranging from 1/8 cup to 2 cups. All cups are labeled with
Braille.
$25.94
180 - POURFECT MEASURING SPOONS BLACK
These Braille and Tactile Measuring Spoons make cooking and baking
easier for the blind and those with low vision. Braille and bold tactile markings
on each spoon shows the amount, making it easy to find the size you need.
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Measurements are shown in teaspoons /Tablespoons, Braille and milliliters.
12-Piece set (1/64, 1/32, 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 3/4, 1t, 1-1/2T, 1T, 2T) plus
Leveler Spoon Set. Smallest 4 specialty sizes show common name in raised
tactile print: drop (1/64t), smidgen (1/32t), pinch (1/16t) and dash (1/8t).
$18.11
DOUBLE SPATULA
Use as tongs or separate for single spatula use. Dishwasher safe.
72 - Nylon $14.06
159 - Metal $12.97
69 - FLAME RETARDANT OVEN MITTS
17 inch flame retardant mitt
$4.34 ea.
NEW! ANTI STEAM OVE GLOVE
Triple layer heat, flame & steam protection; Five finger flexibility; Protection
up to 540 degrees F; Non-slip silicone grip.
Please specify style.
205 - Right Hand
206 - Left Hand
$25.99
LIQUID LEVEL INDICATOR
Attach it to a cup and it beeps when the liquid is near the top. Uses 9 volt
battery (included). Available in two alert modes: auditory beep or vibration
67 - Beep $14.39
82 - Vibrating $16.27
68 - "EASY SAY STOP" LIQUID LEVEL INDICATOR
The first and only liquid indicator that uses easy replaceable batteries. It
plays music. Fits in the pocket. Requires 2-N batteries (included.).
$9.91
87 - THREE-PRONG LIQUID LEVEL INDICATOR
Never again risk the embarrassment and inconvenience of overfilling your
dinner glass or coffee mug with this alerting liquid level indicator. Hang this
device on any cup or glass with a rim thinner than 3/8 inches and you will
know when to stop pouring. A chirping noise is sounded when the primary
sensors are touched by liquid. If the liquid continues to be poured and
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contacts the secondary sensor, a higher-pitched chirping noise warning you
to stop will be sounded.
$14.34
SEWING
84 - INFILA NEEDLE THREADER
Multi-sized needle threader.
$4.23
89 - SELF-THREADING NEEDLES
$2.26
88 - SEWING MACHINE NEEDLES
$4.62
92 - FIBERGLASS MEASURING TAPE
Standard large print markings with tactile indications. One small hole every
1/2 inch and one larger hole at every 1 inch. Double holes every 12 inches up
to 5 feet.
$8.16
HOUSEHOLD
SPOT ‘N LINE PEN
3-dimensional for raised lines, dots and shapes; looks like plastic; nontoxic; great for letters, line art, small shapes, dots, maps, designs. Very
tactile after thoroughly dried. Use to identify clothes and many other items.
One oz. tube. Comes in 3 colors:
50 - White
51 - Black
52- Orange
$4.95
LOC DOTS
Dots that can be used for marking typewriter keys, etc. Six per pkg.
Choose Color
49 - Clear $1.46
169 - Orange $1.89
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BUMP DOTS
Dots that can be used for marking typewriter keys, etc. Twenty per pkg.
Specify color and size.
30 - Small Orange
56 - Large Orange
31 - Small Clear Round
32 - Medium Clear Round
81 - Large Clear Round
33 - Small Black Square
34 - Medium Black Square
70 - Small Black Round
71 - Large Black Round
$3.30
153 - COLORINO COLOR IDENTIFIER
The Colorino Color Identifier-Light Detector discerns and clearly announces
up to 150 shadings - not just red, for example, but pale red, light red, dark
red, as well as intense red. It also detects the presence of light and
indicates intensity and proximity by audio signal.
Product Features
- Discerns and clearly announces up to 150 color shades
- Detects presence of light, signals its proximity & intensity
- Earphone jack for private listening (Earphone not included)
- Uses 2 AAA batteries (included)
- Includes zippered carrying case
$185.75
163 - BIG BUTTON REMOTE
Big buttons, fully lighted; works on TV’s, VCR’s, cable, and satellite.
Requires AA batteries, not included.
$28.77
160 - EASY-TO-SEE REMOTE
This item is a universal remote, with only 6 large buttons with clear, black
markings on them. The on/off button is round, the mute is square and the
volume up and volume down, channel up and channel down buttons are
triangles that point in the up or down direction, corresponding to their
function. The unit is just the right size - not too big, but not small enough to
lose. It measures approximately 5.5 inches by 2.75 inches by 1 inch.
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Operates on 2 "AA" batteries (NI); is designed to simplify operation of a
television ONLY. The remote does not operate cable or satellite boxes, nor
does it control DVDs and VCRs. It is designed for televisions that have Cable
TV or an antenna wired directly into the TV. *
$23.68
BIG BUTTON SPEAKER PHONE
LED signals incoming calls; high volume receiver; 10-memory storage;
receiver volume control; large numbers for easier dialing; hands free
answering; in-use indicator. Ringer, high-lo-off switch; flash button; last
number redial.
176 - White
177 - Black
$28.54
166 - PANASONIC DECT CORDLESS PHONE
The Panasonic DECT 6.0 cordless telephone lets you move freely around
your home with long range and amazingly clear sound. This phone has
features that are extremely beneficial for hard of hearing and low vision
individuals, including a lighted keypad, talking caller ID in the base and
handset, inbound sound amplification, speaker phone amplification, a
visual ringer, and adjustable ringer volume.














Panasonic PLUS technology (provides enhanced voice quality and
longer range)
Amplified receiver and speakerphone (maximum 23 dB)
- 5-step volume levels (receiver and speakerphone)
- Meets UL acoustic shock specifications
7-step ringer volume
Equalizer (customized sound system)
Easy to see / easy to use:
- Large 1.9 inch white back-lit display
- Extra-large buttons with lighted keypad
- Over-size speed dial buttons (3 on handset, 3 on base unit)
- Dedicated volume key on handset
Hands-free speakerphone on base unit and handset
Intelligent ECO mode
Talking call display
Call block
Night mode
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Non-slip handset design
Expandable up to 6 handsets (extra handsets must be ordered)
Ringer ID
16-Minute all digital answering system
4-Way conferencing with one outside line
Intercom between handsets and base unit
Shared phonebook
High quality ringer (5 melodies / 5 tones) on handset
1 handset, 1 base included
Headset jack and belt-clip on handset
Wall mountable base unit and charger
Handset locator button
Rechargeable AAA (Ni-MH) batteries
ENERGY STAR® qualified

$85.04
103 - 5X HAND MIRROR
$23.73
100 - 7X MAKE-UP MIRROR
$32.55
101 - WALLET
This men's multi-fold wallet has multiple pockets to keep different
denominations of currency separated. There's enough space to hold
virtually anything you'd want in your wallet (bills, change, ID, credit cards,
photos, business cards) while still being compact. And it's made of the
softest leather you're likely to find anywhere. Ideal for the blind and those
with low vision to keep organized by touch.
Features include:
- Five compartments for easy identification of paper money (3 run the
length of the wallet and hold bills unfolded; 2 additional pockets hold folded
money, business cards, etc.)
- Full-length, zippered change pouch
- 3 credit-card / business card slots
- 2 fold-out, clear window slots for ID or photos
- Measures 4-1/2 inches high by 4 inches wide when folded
- Measures 4-1/2 inches high by 8 inches wide when open
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- Made of genuine, soft, high-grade leather
- Color: Black
$19.67
164 - WILSON VOICE RECORDER VERSION 5
The Wilson is a state-of-the art digital voice recorder that is simple to use and
inexpensive. Record up to 12 hours of voice messages and download to your
computer via the included USB cable. Not compatible with Windows 8.
Features
• Will store multiple messages (Note: When recorder is full, oldest messages
will be deleted).
• Easy to add or delete messages
• Clips to your belt, visor, or purse
• LP/SP switch for “Long Play” or “Standard Play” (shorter recording time,
better sound quality)
• USB cable port and included cable
Use to Record: Phone numbers, Addresses, Shopping List, Reminders, Todo lists, Notes, Appointments, Messages, Lectures, Directions, Audio
instructions, And much more! Measures 2 inches BY 3 inches BY 0.5
inches. Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included). *
$50.00
167 - DTB CARTRIDGE
This blank cartridge is for use with the National Library Service (NLS)
Digital Talking Book Player. The digital cartridge is a new medium for
playing digital talking books and magazines.
Features: Connect this cartridge to your PC via USB cable (sold
separately) to download NLS books (you must be an authorized NLS user).
The cartridge can then be disconnected from your PC and plugged into any
player that will play NLS books or the NLS digital player to play back the
downloaded material.


Large capacity: 4GB blank cartridge will hold approximately 40 NLS
Talking Books or hundreds of Daisy Text Files. Cartridge is green in
color.

$15.00
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HEALTH SUPPLIES
37 - TALKING CLINICAL THERMOMETER
Speaks your temperature in a lady’s voice; accurate to within 0.3 degrees in
range of 90 degrees to 109.9 degrees Fahrenheit.
(Call to order)
$14.29
42 - TALKING PEDOMETER
Announces distance covered, calories burned and elapsed time you have
walked or jogged according to preset intervals or announces at touch of
button. Ignores false step counts, thus calculations based on actual walking.
Auto scan FM radio lets you listen for FM radio while working out. Uses 2
"AAA" batteries (not included). *
$13.68
108 - AUTODROP EYEDROP GUIDE
For easy, accurate and safe eyedrop application.
$6.13
178 - ROYAL TELWEIGHT SCALE
Product Features:
- Switch easily between English and Spanish languages
- Extra-large 1.5 inch LCD display
- Weigh up to 440 lbs. in 0.2 lb. increments
- Extra-wide 14.5 inch slip-proof platform- Uses 4 AA batteries (included)
- Bilingual scale switches instantly between English and Spanish
- Sturdy steel based construction for durability
- Convertible to metric system
- Automatic power off
- 1 year limited warranty
$64.39
RECREATION
299 – LP WORD SEARCH
$16.98
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122 - LARGE PRINT BINGO BOARDS
Bingo boards with large print.
$1.56 each
121 - LAMINATED LARGE PRINT BINGO CARDS
$1.89 ea.
120 - BRAILLE BINGO BOARD
Bingo board with braille numbers and markers.
$7.50 each
123 - CHECKER SET
Tactual plastic checkers and board.
$13.68
DOMINOES WITH RAISED DOTS
Heavy duty, white plastic, tactile for easy identification of pieces.
124 - Double 6 $17.45
62 - Double 9 $22.50
126 - BRAILLE DICE
Small dice with tactual markings. Two per set.
$3.96
99 - LOW VISION DICE
Dots easy to see; dice measure 1-1/4 inch by 1-1/4 inch. Two per set
$3.77
119 – TIC-TAC-TOE
Game has round and square pegs for easy tactual identification.
$7.45
UNO
America's popular card game for two to ten players.
127 – Braille with normal size print $18.16
141 – Large Print without Braille $8.50
128 - BRAILLE ROOK
Popular card game. Cards have braille.
$16.04
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135 - TACTUAL CRIBBAGE BOARD
Measures 15-1/2 by 3-3/4 inches. Includes wooden pegs. Playing area is
outlined by raised circles. Game pieces fit in sliding compartment on
underside of the board.
$30.33
130 - BRAILLE SKIP-BO CARD GAME
Each player or partner is dealt a stack of cards and then has to try to win by
playing all those cards and building piles in numerical sequence. Ages 7adult. 2-6 players. Cards have braille.
Braille instructions included.
$25.94 (Must be ordered)
129 - BRAILLE PLAYING CARDS
Cards with print and braille.
$10.38
131 - SUPER JUMBO CARDS
Cards with large print only.
$3.77
133 - FOUR-COLORED CARDS
Cards measure 2-1/2 inches by 3-1/2 inches; 1-1/4 inch numbers and letters.
Each suit is in a different color to aid in identification.
$4.48
132 - PLAYING CARD HOLDERS
Each card holder holds up to 15 cards. It can stand on the table or hold it in
your hand. Organizes hand for easier play; two holders per set.
$9.95
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ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED
456 CHERRY, S.E.
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
Aids & Appliances Order Form
Name
Date
Address

Phone

City

State

Zip

Form of Payment: ( ) Check or ( )Money Order
Credit Card ( ) MasterCard ( ) Visa ( ) American Express
( ) Discover If using a credit card for payment, please fill out the following:
Expiration Date
Account Number
3 digit SEC
code
How should the item be delivered:
( ) Mail Postage will be added
( ) Will pick up at agency
Bill To: (If different than above - name and address)

Product #

Qty

Name of Item

Price

Subtotal

$

Shipping

$

Tax

$

Total
Invoice will be sent reflecting tax and postage.

$

